ABSTRACT The advancement of technologies over years has poised Internet of Things (IoT) to scoop out untapped information and communication technology opportunities. It is anticipated that IoT will handle the gigantic network of billions of devices to deliver plenty of smart services to the users. Undoubtedly, this will make our life more resourceful but at the cost of high energy consumption and carbon footprint. Consequently, there is a high demand for green communication to reduce energy consumption, which requires optimal resource availability and controlled power levels. In contrast to this, IoT devices are constrained in terms of resources-memory, power, and computation. Low power wide area (LPWA) technology is a response to the need for efficient utilization of power resource, as it evinces characteristics such as the capability to proffer low power connectivity to a huge number of devices spread over wide geographical areas at low cost. Various LPWA technologies, such as LoRa and SigFox, exist in the market, offering a proficient solution to the users. However, in order to abstain the need of new infrastructure (like base station) that is required for proprietary technologies, a new cellular-based licensed technology, narrowband IoT (NBIoT), is introduced by 3GPP in Rel-13. This technology presents a good candidature to handle LPWA market because of its characteristics like enhanced indoor coverage, low power consumption, latency insensitivity, and massive connection support towards NBIoT. This survey presents a profound view of IoT and NBIoT, subsuming their technical features, resource allocation, and energy-efficiency techniques and applications. The challenges that hinder the NBIoT path to success are also identified and discussed. In this paper, two novel energy-efficient techniques ''zonal thermal pattern analysis'' and energy-efficient adaptive health monitoring system have been proposed towards green IoT. 
I. INTRODUCTION
5G is on the purview where IoT will seize the stage spotlight, as IoT devices would form a notable segment of the 5G network. The radical evolution of the current Internet into a network of interconnected objects harvest information from the environment and interact with the physical world. The mammoth interest of connecting sensors, actuators, meters cars, appliances, and so on with internet, results in the Internet of Things [1] , [2] . According to IEA-4E (Electronic device and network annex), the number of network connected devices will be 50 billion by 2020 [3] . Thus enterprises ushers into the modern era of automation to evidently change our daily lives by providing solution related to multiple sectors of health, agriculture, retail, vehicular, industry, power grid, underwater, buildings, homes, environment, transportation, smart home [4] . By 2024 itself, it is expected that the IoT industry will generate a revenue of USD4.3 billion [5] and it's expected to grow over years. However, deployment of gigantic IoT ecosystem brings in various challenges to handle such as cost-efficient robust and flexible connectivity, interoperability of heterogeneous hardware, diverse security mechanism [6] , and long battery life. However, the major deployment obstruction is due to constrained resources availability for IoT devices i.e. limited energy, limited computation, and limited processing capabilities [7] . Most importantly the flavor of IoT gets bitter, especially due to limited energy as this leads to unanticipated human intervention. Hence the burning issue of efficient utilization of energy is getting anomalous traction from academics and industry. In literature, various techniques have been proposed to tackle this critical issue such as energy harvesting, sporadic transmission, resource allocation, clustering, etc. Ju and Zhang [8] suggested the technique of predictive analysis with energy harvesting to obsolete the battery from IoT device. Na et al. [9] suggested a technique to charge the device wirelessly using RF. Further, a power-aware connectivity using Spanning tree algorithm is suggested by Karthikeya et al. [10] . Shafiee et al. [11] designed a circuit to manage the power of the device where a source of energy is ambient.
Another crucial challenge is to handle the diverse requirement of wide range of IoT applications. Today there are two evident classes of IoT applications: Critical IoT and Massive IoT. Critical IoT applications such as autonomous driving or remote surgery require very low latency with ultra-high reliability. Massive IoT (M-IoT) applications like smart building, logistics, tracking and fleet management, smart agriculture, etc. require low cost device with reduced complexity that consumes low power, wide coverage including uncovered areas and performance flexibility to handle multiple application with different latency and throughput requirement.
According to current statics, low data rate (<100kbps) applications i.e. M-IoT, are expected to form 60% of IoT connections in 2020 in comparison to medium and high data rate applications [12] . Hence most of the traffic will originate from cost-effective low-bit-rate services that will serve the connected world. Since massive communication between various low power IoT devices is different from H2H (Human-to-Human) in terms of delay sensitivity and traffic pattern, thus could not be supported by cellular technologies adequately. As they are designed for the different category of terminal that operates at a high data rate and consumes high power their device complexity is also high and thereby their cost, though it will aid in deployment of IoT. Apart from this, technologies such as Wi-Fi, BLE, ZigBee, etc., offer short range communications though consume less power. However, if deployed repeatedly will increase the cost. Hence not a cost effective solution for applications with wide coverage range requirements like M-IoT. Thus a technology is required that could support massive connection at reduced cost with low power consumption & provide enhanced coverage [13] .
LPWAN technologies are one that could support this emerging market as it allows low power device to communicate at low data rate over wide area with radius of several kilometers. LPWA proffers abilities like Indoor penetration: as it uses Sub-1GHz band, the signal propagates more reliably with less power consumption as compared to 2.4GHz signal. Low power consumption is achieved at a cost of low data rate and latency on the higher end in seconds or minutes. This ability is achieved by using Duty cycling, by using star topology (usually), by allowing devices to directly connect to BS (thereby bifurcating the need of gateway & relays also) or by reducing burden on the device side( by using Fog or edge Computing). Further for Low cost, CAPEX (capital expenditure) & OPEX (operational expenditure) is reduced by reducing the complexity of hardware, implanting less no of BS (LPWA BS) etc. Massive connections, QoS are two abilities where still improvement is required. Standard bodies like ETSI, 3GPP, IEEE, IETF are actively working on LPWA technologies. A range of applications such as precision monitoring, Smart City, Home Automation, Industrial Asset monitoring, Logistics, Wildlife Monitoring, Smart meter, is being catered by LPWA technologies. As the LPWA market is expected to rule the market in coming years, hence competition among LPWA technologies becoming severe.
Recently to improve the foundation of IoT through cellular networks, and tussle with existing proprietary LPWA technologies (LoRa, SigFox, RPMA, etc.), 3GPP has introduced three technologies in Rel-13 namely eMTC (enhanced Machine Type Communication), NB-IoT, EC-GSM (enhanced coverage GSM). These cellular technologies will operate in licensed spectrum and will reuse the existing LTE infrastructure. Among available connecting technologies, NBIoT specifically tailored for emerging M-IoT market is one of the promising massive LPWA technology for data perception and acquisition for low data rate applications. NBIoT could handle massive connections with low power consumption and provide wide area coverage with deep indoor penetration and nomadic mobility [14] - [16] . Most outstandingly it offers reliable service by using licensed bands and avoid congestion problems. NB-IoT reduced the hardware complexity by 90% compared in comparison of LTE Cat-1. Moreover, NBIoT can coexist with existing GSM and LTE network, hence reduce deployment cost also. Beside this new RAT (Radio Access Technology) reduced the signaling required for the transmission of data in the conventional system. Altogether NB-IoT can reduce the cost and energy consumption, which are the chief limitations of cellular network technology for IoT devices.
The present communication contributes toward the Next generation Green-NBIoT and delivers a comprehensive enriched study of NBIoT. This extensive survey elaborates resource allocation and energy efficiency techniques. Along with this a detailed comparative analysis of IoT connecting technology with NBIoT is also presented. Further, two novel application specific energy efficient approaches are also proposed namely ''Zonal Thermal pattern Analysis'' (ZTPA) and ''Energy Efficiency Adaptive Health Monitoring System'' (E2AHMS). Along with this real time hardware implementation of Health application is given to support the proposed energy efficient approach. This paper would be beneficial As per literature survey and research availability in the area of IoT, a lot of work has been done to deliver services like smart health, smart agriculture, smart vehicle, etc. In the current scenario, IoT has become the first choice of industry, research and academia. However, there exist big gap similar to WSN i.e. energy optimization, energy efficient network which acts as a big stumbling block for IoT network. This becomes even more challenging as IoT devices have limited resource availability. This motivated us to study resource allocation techniques in detail. Furthermore, implementation of IoT on a massive scale would inflate carbon emissions in one way or the other. Hence to envision the green communication energy efficiency techniques will play an important role. Apart from this to cater the new specificities of IoT (i.e. low cost devices, wide coverage, long battery life, massive connection support) in cost effective way, NBIoT (3GPP standardized LPWA technology) presents good candidature. In this paper with an effort toward green IoT, two energy efficiency techniques using NBIoT are also proposed related to two specific area Health & Agriculture which directly or indirectly impact the human being.
C. CONTRIBUTION
This review paper contributes toward next generation green communication and in support of that two novel energy efficient techniques namely ''ZTPA'' & ''E2AHMS''. This review paper will be beneficial for researchers, who want to get a profound view of NBIoT. Whilst discussing the recent background of NBIoT, significant challenges and open issues related to the real time implementation of NBIoT are identified and discussed. In this manuscript, a detailed study related to resource allocation, and energy efficiency techniques for both IoT and NBIoT is done. Our main contributions can be summarized as follow:
The Layered Architecture of IoT is presented to specify How IoT works. In addition to this a detailed comparative analysis of NBIoT with other low power IoT communication technologies is discussed.
To provide an insight view of NB-IoT, its background research, architecture, frame structure, physical channels, connection process (cell acquisition, random access process, data transfer), modes of operation, power consumption using NBIoT, and its applications are discussed in detail.
The paucity of the resource is not a new challenge for the communication network. However, it quite challenging for IoT being so massively interconnected. Thus a detailed analysis of resource allocation techniques is discussed related to IoT and NBIoT The open issues related NBIoT implementation are then conferred
The real time implementation of IoT will inflate the CO2 levels in environment in different ways which can be controlled by many ways one of it is efficient utilization of energy resource. Therefore a literature survey of an energy efficient techniques used for IoT are deliberated and role of deep learning in the context of power consumption is also discussed.
The open issues relate to NBIoT are then conferred. Thereafter, Green communication based energy efficient techniques are proposed for Smart Agriculture and Smart Health. In addition to this, hardware implementation is given to support the proposed energy efficient Smart Health technique.
The list of ongoing IoT projects is presented to provide the researchers and readers the knowledge of current applications being developed. In addition to this, a list of simulation tools used is also presented in the appendix section.
D. ORGANIZATION
This paper is organized as follows. Section II briefly discusses the basic layered architecture of IoT and specifies VOLUME 7, 2019 S. Popli et al.: Survey on Energy Efficient NBIoT FIGURE 2. Roadmap of IoT [2] .
the layer on which NBIoT operates. Hereafter comparison of NBIoT with other IoT connecting technologies is discussed in section III. Thereafter, NBIoT introduction, background research, standardization history from Rel-8 to Rel-15, subsequently architecture, frame structure, physical channels and signals used, connection process , modes of operation, power consumption using NBIoT, applications of NBIoT, are described in subsections IV-A, IV-B, IV-C, IV-D, IV-E, IV-F, IV-G, IV-H, IV-I respectively. Further section V provides a comprehensive survey of efficient resource allocation techniques used for NBIoT & IoT. Thereafter an overview of energy consumption in a sensor node during different phases is presented in section VI. Other than this, a detailed survey of energy efficiency techniques for green communication are discussed in detail in section VI-A and then the impact of usage of deep learning on power consumption is discussed in section-VI-B. Then the open issues related to NBIoT are discussed in section VII. Finally, the proposed green communication based energy efficient technique for agriculture is discussed in section VIII-A, and for health monitoring is discussed in VIII-B. In support of the proposed health technique a real time hardware implementation is described in section VIII-C subsuming system model (VIII-C-i), hardware requirement (VIII-C-ii), interface (VIII-C-iii), and performance analysis (VIII-C-iv).
II. INTERNET OF THINGS
Communication and sensing ability has evolved gradually due to advancement in technology. The evolution of IoT (Fig.2 ) started with RFID (radio frequency identification), which is the first technology to realize the machine to machine concept. RFID detects and ascertains the tagged entity wirelessly, by the data it transmits. Recently RFID is used in numerous IoT applications such as gestural detection [21] , patient RFID tracking system [22] , and smart restaurant. RFID could not sense the critical environment parameters, this stems in the requirement of sensing technologies. Hereafter, several technical fields including embedded computing, hardware miniaturization, Wireless networking aids in augmentation of real-world things capability, to sense, think, process and act, thus making things smart. Usually, these smart things have low computation capability thus clouds are used to offload the computational task which in turn reduce the energy consumption. Today the integration of. RFID, WSN, MCC (mobile cloud computing) and advancement in technology generated the umbrella term IoT. This concept is significantly revolutionizing the technical and business world, as it can offers anytime, anywhere, and anything service. The term IoT was first coined by Kevin Aston in 1999 also known as ''cyber-physical systems (CPS)'' [24] . In this paradigm, object/things around us are connected to the internet using [25] . IoT network, comprised of billions of devices is highly heterogeneous. Its essence of heterogeneity can be visualized by the fact that devices from different vendors would run with diverse platforms even if they're doing the same task as a result will generate radically different ontologies. Thus for IoT to speak a common language a unified standardized IoT architecture is required to ensure interoperability and security. Many architectural layouts have been proposed for IoT but no one has converged to a standardized architecture. Some of the well-known IoT architecture such as RAMI 4.0, IIRA, IoT-ARM, P2413, Arrowhead Framework, WSO2, Microsoft Azure, Internet-of-everything reference Model, Intel IoT Platform Reference Architecture are available. Among variously available architecture this paper presents a five-layer architecture ( Fig. 3 Thus IoT flow can be defined as first identification (to provide clear identification to each device), then sensing gather data from the physical environment), thereafter communication, then integration of service and finally extraction of knowledge.
The new IoT specificities like low power and Wide Range, Low deployment and Operational Costs, Long Battery life (10mA RX current, 100nA sleep current), Low bitrates, are different from conventional networks in many aspects and brings in many challenges. Beside this massive connectivity will further aggravate the problem. However, a solution is appearing on the horizon: is 3GPP, NB-IoT which can cater these requirements in an effective manner. As IoT has a diverse and wide range of IoT requirement, hence one solution won't fit for all. Therefore in the next section a detail comparative analysis of NBIoT and other IoT related technologies is discussed.
III. COMPARISON OF NBIoT WITH OTHER IoT CONNECTING TECHNOLOGIES
A myriad of IoT connectivity solutions is available to support a wide range of IoT application with miscellaneous requirements. Therefore to select an optimal technology for an application various factors such as power consumption, security issues, deployment cost, communication range, data rate, throughput, latency are required to be considered [26] , [27] . A comparison of IoT connecting solutions on pre-specified factor is given in [28] .
Among wireless technologies, Wi-Fi uses radio waves for communication and operates in either 2.4GHz or 5GHz band. The existing Wi-Fi standards 802.11 a/b/g/n/ac has constraints in both range and energy efficiency, thus can't be considered apposite for applications with low power consumption requisite. Thus IEEEhas introduced two new protocols 802.11ah and 802.11ax that can support thousands of devices with low power consumption. These two are considered to be the biggest move of IEEE towards the massive IoT market. The Wi-Fi standard 802.11ah -HaLow provide a range of 1km and can easily penetrate barriers/obstacles at data rate ranging from 150kbps to 40Mbps. The 802.11ax solution will provide four time's increased capacity and data rate and improved efficiency. These new solutions have great potential to capture the M2M market. Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) is another Wireless standard that offers much needed characteristic required for most of IoT applications i.e. consumes low power, low cost, but within a short range. BLE allows both connectionless and connection-oriented communication. It fragments the data into small packets then transmit them over the radio interface. This enables BLE to support data services with large packets. It is used in applications like wearables, for locating things, etc. Further ZigBee is a simple and low cost Wireless option that consumes low power. It is based on IEEE 802 std. and could support ∼ 65000 nodes/network. Its range can be extended by using repeaters in the mesh topology, but this will increase the deployment cost [29] . ZigBee 3.0 is the new solution introduces, it ensures device interoperability, it is reliable robust and above all it is green. Z-Wave is another pioneer for short range communication, especially for home-automation industry. As it provides a reliable method to wirelessly control multiple home appliances using low-power. Z-Wave operates in the subgigahertz frequency range, around 900MHz. It can support up to approximately 232 nodes/ network. The Frequently Listening receiver Slave (FLiRs) enable low latency communication by employing unique beaming technology so that device can transit from sleep to fully awake modes in one second. Hence suitable for short range IoT application. Z-Wave 700 Series, could offer a range of 300 feet, hence can connect gadgets placed outside the home and far off into the yard, too [30] .
Despite offering low power consumption and low cost, Wireless technologies limits in supporting long distance communication. Hence offers limited mobility and deployment possibilities for the device. Moreover, to extend the range, repeaters are required to be deployed densely, thus extortionately expensive. Whereas, LPWA technologies offer mass deployment, long range, long battery life, and require low bandwidth. Hence LPWA fills a cavity in the landscape of [31] , [32] .
LoRais developed by Semtech, to deploy its network it is required to get a NetID issued from LoRa Alliance. It uses an Adaptive Data Rate (ADR) scheme which helps in extending the battery lifetime. It is based on Chirp Spread Spectrum modulation technique, which sustains the same low power characteristics as FSK modulation yet considerably increases the communication range. LoRa-WAN being asynchronous let devices to remain in sleep mode for a long time period as desired by the application. Another advantage of LoRa is its BS provide wide coverage. However, as LoRa operates in unlicensed spectrum thus could not provide QoS and neither it could support dense network as it employs MAC based ALOHA protocol [33] .
SigFox is another technology that operates in unlicensed sub 1GHz band. It operates on cloud based approach and uses ALOHA like LoRa but with a restriction on the maximum number of messages, a device could send. The prime advantage of SigFox is it doesn't spend energy on sensing medium thus saves energy. SigFox requires the user to purchase subscription. In order to provide long range communication it uses Ultra-Narrow-band modulation and transfers each message 100 Hz wide with a data rate of 100/600 bps depending on the region.
Ingenuis another LPWAN technology offers high throughput, high scalability, and use patented Random Phase Multiple Access scheme. RPMA helps in improving SNR by minimizing the overlapping between signals transmitted. It is slightly more complex as it uses TDMA based MAC protocol to efficiently allocate the radio resource [34] .
Another LPWAN technology WEIGHTLESS-P, uses cognitive radio and TV white-spaces, such that devices utilize the bands as an opportunistic user without causing interference to the primary user. It supports two way communication thereby acknowledges all transmissions, further in order to maintain QoS and to assure reliability Automatic retransmission request (ARQ) and Forward Error Correction (FEC) is used [36] .
Taking about existing cellular technology LTE could not provide solutions for M-IoT applications i.e. Low power consumption, low data rates, and wider coverage at low cost. Thus 3GPP proposed a licensed LTE-M / eMTC, in Rel-12 to cater the requirements of machine type communication which has been optimized in Rel-13. It leverages the existing LTE network and follows narrowband operation for reception and transmission and provides extended coverage. To reduce power consumption it used PSM (power saving mode) and edRx mode [37] .
NBIoT (Narrow Band IoT), is another licensed technology introduced by 3GPP in Rel-13. NB-IoT in comparison to other technologies offer mMTC required features at low cost like (i) provide coverage in challenging positions like underground or basements; (ii) improved power saving mechanisms to enhance the battery life; (iii) network procedures are simplified to reduce the UE complexity. Apart from this to support small data transfer it has optimized CIoT User Plane and Control Plane
Another technology EC-GSM is also proposed by 3GPP which is an extension of existing GSM technology. Suitable for many applications, but it overburdens the device and network [38] .
Conclusion: For M-IoT applications, individually all LPWAN technologies are prompt in one way or the other for wide range solutions but picking a clear winner is critical. LoRa, SigFox being proprietary technology has an established market and giving a tough fight to 3GPP NBIoT, EC-GSM-IoT and others also. However proprietary technologies operate in Unauthorized /Unlicensed Spectrum that suffers from Duty Cycle constraint. Thus affects the transmission time and also bears high interference as spectrum is shared between multiple technologies. Whereas, NBIoT operate in licensed spectrum and can support massive connections, operates at low data rates (but better than LoRa), offer wide coverage with deep indoor penetration, perform well in dense area, consumes less power in comparison to LoRa, & SigFox, offers very good link budgets and good scalability, provide QoS Apart from this just require a software update to LTE or existing RAN infrastructure. Thus ready to immediate role out in the market. This is essential for reducing deployment cost and time [39] , [40] . Hence this ascertains that NBIoT has the ability to capture the IoT-LPWAN market specifically in comparison to other LPWAN Technologies
IV. NBIoT: NARROW BAND INTERNET OF THINGS
NB-IoT is the latest technology that is identified and standardized in a little time span, in the response of customer requirement and pressure to tussle with non-3GPP proprietary technologies. NBIoT can efficiently support the market of the M-IoT application. This an independent radio interface, tightly connected with LTE, which also shows up in its integration in the current LTE specifications [12] , [13] , [41] , [42] . It can address the needs of mMTC (massive Machine Type Communication) by following features (Fig. 4) : NBIoT can support massive connections (more than 52K/channel): as in MTC communication model user, transfer small data at low frequency and are insensitive to latency so multiple users can camp on one cell. Further, NBIoT supports two schemes multi-tone and single-tone transmission. This offers flexibility to schedule 12 subcarriers with sub spacing of 15 kHz or 48 subcarriers with sub spacing of 3.75 kHz with single tone scheduling. Hence eNodeB could support large no of users in parallel.
NBIoT uses a bandwidth of 180 KHz and operates in HD-FDD: In NBIoT, UL/DL bandwidth is restricted to 180 kHz. Hence less complex transceiver is used. Further, the device operates in Half Duplex mode, thus can't receive and transmit simultaneously. This further decrease device cost, as no duplexer will be required.
NBIoT design objective is to provide prolonged battery life: For long battery life, power Consumption is reduced by using eDRX (extended discontinuous reception) and PSM (power saving modes) features. In extended discontinuous reception, the UE monitors the paging channel periodically. Whereas in PSM, the device remains in receiving state.
NBIoT provides extend coverage range of 20dB as compare to GPRS (especially deep indoor penetration): To provide the wide coverage the transport block can be transmitted multiple times i.e. 128 times in UL and 2048 in DL. Hence improves Signal to noise-interference ratio (SINR) and enable proper decoding of the signal. To determine the number of repetitions for coverage extensions, three classes are defined CE level 0, CE level 1 and CE level 2. For each of these class, the number of repetitions is regulated separately. Beside this soft retransmission the network bandwidth is also reduced. Hence based on two features 20 dB coverage enhancement is achieved where ∼7dB is achieved from network bandwidth reduction and ∼13 dB from allowed repeated transmissions.
NBIoT offers operating mode flexibility: In order to coexist with LTE and 2G, three deployment modes are available standalone, in-band and standalone.
NBIoT doesn't support higher modulation scheme than QPSK, thus keep device complexity low and thereby cost. Moreover, to keep the PAPR (peak to average power ratio) low in UL, π/2-BPSK, π/4-QPSK is used.
NBIoT supports Low-Data-Rate applications, which obsolete the requirement for high-capacity flash memory hence reduce the chip area and thereby the cost of devices.
NBIoT operates in Licensed Band and can provide telecommunication level of security.
NBIoT achieved signaling optimization: In addition to existing RRC, NBIoT uses DONAS (data over non access stratum) and RRC (radio resource control) suspend/resume for signaling optimization. Where DONAS enable the user to transmit data without activating a user plane and support sporadic data transmissions also. The RRC suspend/resume is a user plane optimization procedure that introduced an efficient way to disable and restore the user plane.
Further, NB-IoT is designed for sporadic and small messages transmission among the device and the network. It is presumed that the device can exchange small messages via one cell, therefore obsolete the requirement of handoffs. However, if required then it needs to first go in idle state and then restart the cell selection process. Besides this, it doesn't support other EUTRA functions like Inter-RATmobility, handover, dual connectivity, CQI (Channel Quality Indicator) reporting.
A. BACKGROUND OF NBIoT
NBIoT is in the initial state of deployment, still, there is room for optimization. The miscellaneous work carried out in the context of NBIoT optimization is discussed in this section. Song et al. [43] proposed an indoor localization algorithm for NB-IoT system using Channel state information (CSI) fingerprinting. The proposed algorithm will estimate the position with less complexity by observing the similarity between two CSI values and then convert the similar value to a relative value. To improve estimation of position, triangular centroid algorithm and K nearest neighbor is used. As a result, the position error was reduced in comparison to existing techniques. Further, to enable a node, in an idle state to transmit the data. Lin et al. [44] proposed an efficient SDT (Smallest Data Transmission) technique to increase the number of the supportable device. In this eNB will broadcast the maximum SDT size in SIB (system information block), and also a group of SDT ids with it. Thereafter, UE will check the SDT value and determine whether to use this technique or not. If suitable then send the RA response. Successively, eNB will acknowledge by sending RA response comprised of uplink resource grant. UE on successful reception will send the PDU and starts the timer. Upon receiving the response within time, UE compares its id with group ids. As a result, authors found that more devices could be supported in comparison of conventional control plane solutions, whilst using limited uplink resources. However massive connection results in the high probability of collision thus Kim et al. [45] proposed an enhanced Access-Reservation-Protocol (EARP) with a partial preamble transmission mechanism. The proposed protocol although reduced the collision probability but at the cost of abdication of the detection ability. Authors found that EARP would results in effective resource utilization in reference to system load. When the load will be less then it will reduces the probability of misdetection. On the other hand, when a heavy load would be there, the collision probability gets reduced although the detection probability get deteriorates. Further Zhang et al. [46] done an analysis of interference caused by the NBIoT user equipment to that of LTE users. Authors considered only in-band and guard band for analysis and proposed an algorithm for removal of ISI or channel equalization. On the basis of observation, the authors stated that LTE-UE performance degrades due to the different sampling rate of NBIoT user. In addition to this, the level of interference depends upon specifically two important factors. First due to attenuation of power and second is due to guard band. A critical observation about bit error rate is made for an LTE device i.e. its BER will improve as guard-band bandwidth increases although for IoT devices BER remains unaffected. Liu et al. [47] taking the same issue of interference between NBIoT and LTE devices have proposed a framework based on Block Sparse Bayesian Learning (BSBL) and two algorithms for recovery of signals. Authors observed that by canceling the interfering NB-IoT signal, LTE device could operate more effectively. Further, Lin et al. [48] proposed a single tone design for NPRACH (narrowband physical random access channel) and this work was integrated into 3GPP Rel-13. To reduce the overhead due to cyclic prefix (CP) N-samples are repeated n times and then collectively CP corresponding to these samples is added, as a result, the length of CP got reduced. After this single carrier hopping is used where within symbols fixed hopping is used and among different symbol groups, pseudo-random hopping is applied. Further, the time of arrival (ToA) & carrier frequency offset (CFO) is jointly estimated to determine the midsection and false alarm. As a result, the authors observed that using the proposed design the probability of detection increased up to 99% and the probability of false-alarm reduced immensely below 0.1%. Further, Yang et al. [49] suggested using effective bandwidth (EB) to collectively handle all the components of LPWAN i.e. battery life, coverage, T x (transmission) bandwidth, spectral efficiency. According to the suggested, concept if T x bandwidth would be greater than EB, this would ultimately reduce the system capacity. On the other hand, if T x would be less than EB, this would entail more Tx time. However, the journey of optimization doesn't end here. There are various open issues that are still required to be addressed to envisage NBIoT success. Some of them are discussed in section VII.
B. HISTORY OF STANDARDIZATION
Before standardization, of NBIoT. It was proposed in two formats. NBIoT-OFDMA and NBIoT-M2M in 2014. Where QUALCOMM offered NBIoT-OFDMA & Huawei and Vodafone collectively offered NBIoT-M2M. These two formats were clubbed together to form NB-CIoT (NB cellular IoT), which require a new chipset and has no backward compatibility with previous LTE Rel ( [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] . Further, another format NBIoT-LTE was proposed in 2015 which is fully compatible with existing LTE specifications. Then finally in 2016, 3GPP after agreeing on two proposals gave standardized technology NBIoT. This technology has evolved over years of improvement. In this section, the roadmap of standardization (from Rel-8 to 15) is discussed to determine the improvement made (in these Rel) to support MTC. Well standardization of LTE started in 2005 when 3GPP started depth research for MTC on CN. In 2009, Rel-8 was standardization [50] and brought in the feature like peak DL data rate of 300Mbps with an ability to operate in paired and unpaired frequency band. Thus have spectral flexibility with bandwidth ranging from 1.4 to 20 MHz A new IP based network was introduced i.e. LTE, was a significant step toward the IMT-A. In addition to this, to cater the need of multiple users, multiple antenna scenario came in to picture since the first Rel of 3GPP [51] . However the basic requirement of low cost device and power issues left unattended. Thereafter Rel-9 standardized in 2010 in which LTE evolved to LTE-Advance and introduced additional features such as public warning system (PWS), location Identification service, SON (Self Organizing Network) feature to improve the network configuration, added new spectrum bands. Further in 2011 Rel-10 (also known as LTE-Advanced) was launched to extensively improve the throughput of the LTE system. For evaluation of Rel-10, it was submitted to ITU-R in 2010. In Rel-10, to enhance the bandwidth and bitrate, Carrier Aggregation was used for both TDD & FDD [52] and to reduce the interference, eICIC (enhanced Inter-Cell Interference Coordination) was added, where ABS (Almost Blank Subframes) is used to confine the data to the specific layer of the cell. Other features like eMIMO, etc. were also introduced. Further, Rel-11 [53] got frozen in 2013. An important feature CoMP (Co-ordinated Multi Point operation) was announced to facilitate the scheduling of multiple carriers. EPDCCH (Enhanced Physical Downlink Control Channel) was added to increase DLC (downlink-Capacity). Furthermore, Rel-12 [54] , [55] got standardized in 2015. In this NAICS (Network Assisted Interference Cancellation and Suppression) was added to manage interference. To achieve QoE, naïve UE categories were introduced with 50% reduced cost in comparison to Rel-8, cat-1 devices. In support of machine type communication, PSM (power saving mode) was also introduced to conserve energy. Finally in Rel 13 [56] , [57] to further cater the need of Machine to machine type communication, a new feature added to existing Rel-8-12: SCPTM (single cell point to multi-point), indoorpositioning, reduced latency, Dual connectivity and enhanced CA. LAA (licensed assisted access) was also introduced to allow operators to offload traffic to the femtocell, devoid of WLAN Two naïve category of devices were introduced in Rel 13 Cat-M1 (eMTC) and Cat-NB1 (NBIoT). Where the system bandwidth was confined to 1.4 MHz and coverage range was enhanced by 15 dB for Cat-M1 devices. Altogether reduced the device complexity and cost enabled operators to reach terminal devices in poor coverage range like in basements. For assurance of long battery life eDRX (extended Discontinuous Reception) feature was introduced that monitors the DL signals for only a short span of time otherwise keep the device in the sleep state. For the further evolution of LTE to support mMTC Rel-14 is also standardized with more technologies and improvement in existing features such as Additional Broadcast services, enhanced positioning, reduced latency, and massive multi antenna system. Currently, Rel-15 is under standardization process and expected to get standardize by September 2018 [56] . The expected features of Rel-15 are also enlisted in Table 2 .
C. NBIoT NETWORK ARCHITECTURE
The architecture of NBIoT is shown in Fig.5 , NBIoT has simplified the EPC architecture to support the small data transmissions required for M-IoT applications in the form of User Plane and the Control Plane EPC optimization.
Here NB-IoT device or user equipment communicates with the eNodeB thereafter eNodeB connects with the IoT evolved packet core (EPC). This is comprised of entities: the Serving GW, the Packet Data Network GW, the Mobility management plane entity, the Home Subscriber server. After this eNodeB transfers the NAS (non-access stratum, a signaling message) to EPC using s1-lite (an optimized version of S1-ControlPlane and support efficient data handling). Basically, NAS is a protocol that transfers the non-radio signal between the user equipment and MME, which carries data for session and mobility management. Further to continue the processing EPC looks for stratum and then pass it to IoT platform. IoT platform forwards the data to application servers in supported form. This data is then processed by the Application server [58] . There are two ways in which data could be transmitted between NBIoT device and application server i.e. IP based and Non-IP based. However, Non-IP based is more endorsed since it reduces the overhead of user equipment and transmission is also more secure as only one target IP is supported.
D. NBIoT FRAME STRUCTURE Downlink: The frame structure of NBIoT DL is identical to LTE. In Time domain a radio frame is comprised of 10 Subframes, each having length of 1ms and each subframe consists of 2 slots with a time slot of seven OFDM symbols (Fig.6 A) Here each OFDM symbol with in a frame is denoted by a number in the range 0 to 13. Further, the number of these radio frames is referred as the system frame number (SFN) which ranges from 0 to 1023. Once the SFN counter reaches the value of 1023, the counter is reset to 0 and thereafter the hyper SFN counter is increased. The hyper SFN ranges between 0 and 1023. Within each radio frame, the sub frames are labeled as 0 to 9 and the slots as 0 to 19. In Frequency domain, one physical resource block consists of 12 consecutive subcarriers with a spacing of 15 kHz [40] . Uplink: The UL resource grid has two subcarrier spacing options i.e.15 kHz and 3.75 kHz. In time domain: with a subcarrier spacing of 15 kHz each slot has a duration of .5ms, the number of subcarriers will be 12 which is similar to the time domain. However, for the 3.75 kHz subcarrier spacing, total number of subcarriers in the frequency domain is 4 times i.e. 12 * 4=48 subcarriers. The slot duration will be of 2ms [40] .
E. PHYSICAL CHANNELS AND SIGNALS 1) UPLINK CHANNELS AND SIGNALS
Since NBIoT enabled UE's operates in extreme coverage areas and have limited power to operate. Pertaining to this, to reduce the power consumption and complexity UE is no longer asked to report a channel, thus their functionality reduced to send acknowledgment and No-acknowledgment. Apart from this the need of control channel is also obsoleted and only two UL channels are supported namely NPRACH, NPUSCH.
a: NPRACH: NARROWBAND PHYSICAL RANDOM-ACCESS CHANNEL
NPRACH refers to the time frequency resource which occupies contiguous set of subcarriers either 12, 24, 36 or 48 and used to transmit random access preambles. This preamble consist of four symbol groups, each group comprised of one Cycle Prefix (CP) and 5 symbols [48] . These preambles are repeated with a periodicity from 0.04 s to 2.56 s. The eNB uses the random access preamble sent by a user terminal to estimate the uplink timing. To start the random access process the preamble is transmitted with a duration of 5.6ms or 6.4ms. Further in order to support different cell size two CP lengths are specified in NPRACH, 66.67 µs and 266.7 µs. Where 66.67 µs is used for cells with radii not more than 8 km and 266.7µs is used for cell with radii range of 8 − 35 km. Each symbol is modulated on a 3.75 kHz tone, which hops from one tone to another within twelve contiguous subcarriers. Further for efficient estimation of TOA (Time of Arrival) and to achieve improved synchronization between UE and eNB, frequency hopping is used. For this two layer hopping pattern is defined i.e. inner hopping & output hopping. In order to provide wide TOA range, inner hopping is used with fixed (for simplicity) and small values. However, an output hopping layer accounts to improve the accuracy of TOA estimation. Furthermore to alleviate cell interference between neighboring cells, the pseudo random hopping pattern is also used which has been inherited from the LTE PUSCH hopping. Finally to support coverage extension of +20dB GPRS, the preamble of four symbol groups can be repeated up to 128 times [59] .
b: NPUSCH: NARROWBAND PHYSICAL UPLINK SHARED CHANNEL
The NPUSCH supports single tone transmission with either 3.75 kHz or 15 kHz and multitone bandwidth using 15 kHz subcarrier spacing. The NPUSCH has two formats. Format 1 carries the actual data in the uplink with maximum transmission block size of 1000 bits. Format1 facilitate multitone transmission with 3,6,12 tones. Other than this to decrease the PAPR (Peak to Average Power ratio the modulation scheme π/2-BPSK or π/4-QPSK is used for single-tone and QPSK is used for multi-tone for NPUSCH Format 1. Furthermore, Format 2 carries control information, supports single-tone transmission only and carries 1-bit UCI that corresponds to hybrid automatic repeat request (HARQ) feedback for NB-PDSCH transmission block. Table 3 describes the format 1 and format 2. Typically the NPUSCH is designed to provide long battery life, massive capacity and extended coverage [14] , [59] . 
c: DMRS: DEMODULATION REFERENCE SIGNAL
In LTE, DMRS is used to obtain channel response for PUSCH. Similar to enable eNB to estimate the UL channel, the NBIoT-UE transmits a demodulation reference signal (DMRS) which is multiplexed with the NPUSCH symbols. Thereby depending on Format of NPUSCH (ie. Format 1or Format 2), (Fig.7) 1or 3 symbols per SC-FDMA slot are utilized to transmit the DMRS. With 15 kHz subcarrier spacing DMRS is allocated to symbol #3 of every 7 symbols and for 3.75 kHz subcarrier spacing. DMRS is allocated to 5th symbol of every 7 symbols for data transmission [40] . 
2) DOWNLINK CHANNELS AND SIGNALS
The NBIoT physical downlink channels are QPSK modulated. The downlink designs of NB-IoT MAC and PHY are analogous to the LTE. However, NB-IoT has fewer downlink physical channels as compared to LTE. For example, NBIoT doesn't use PMCH (Physical Multicast Channel) as it doesn't support multimedia broadcast/multicast services (till Rel-13) [61] , [62] .
a: DL SYNCHRONIZATION SIGNALS
The downlink synchronization signals allow a device to synchronize to NBIoT cell. However, the detection of these signals is a challenging task. As when a device with low-power oscillator wakes up after a long period of deep sleep, the time base will not have a valid reference then, and the frequency base perhaps off by as ∼20 ppm. Hence a large offset may exist between the device and the network time and frequency, which will seriously harm the acquisition performance. The frequency offset is due to factors such as temperature, crystal aging, etc. Out of all ''temperature'' is the crucial factor that majorly affects the accuracy, and hence required to be compensated in real time. Depending on the quality of the crystal the offset ranges from ±5 ppm to ±100 ppm [63] , [64] . Hence to detect with large frequency offset NBIoT new Synchronization signals NPSS (Narrowband Primary Synchronization Signal) is designed which is transmitted in Subframe 5 of duration 1 ms with a sequence pattern periodicity of 10 ms and subcarrier spaced at 15 kHz. The hierarchical sequence of NPSS is generated using (1) [65] 
Where Q (k) = {1, 1, 1, 1,−1,−1, 1, 1,−1, 1} is the modulation sequence, 1 ≤ l ≤ 11 (length), 3 ≤ k ≤ 14 (OFDM symbols) and u = 5 is the root sequence. Its detection is a demanding computational operation from UE perspective. This detection may account for at least 24% of the power consumption. However, to keep the device complexity low, devices are required to search for only one NPSS as all the cells use the same NPSS in NB-IoT network. In contrast to this LTE network uses three PSSs. Although, in order to get one copy of NPSS, 19,200 samples need to be captured with a sub-frame of the length of 10 ms, with 1.92 MHz sampling rate.
Hereafter to ascertain the cell identity out of 504 cellids available and to acquire additional information about the frame structure NSSS (Narrowband Secondary Synchronization Signal) is used. It is transmitted in subframe 9 with a subframe periodicity of 20ms. Hence NSSS sequences are transmitted four times in 80-ms repetition interval are differentiated by the phase shift. It uses the last 11 OFDM symbols that consist of 132 resource elements overall. Unlike legacy LTE, cell ID is enclosed in the secondary sequence without including the primary sequence. NSSS, ZC 131 (Zadoff-Chu sequence) is constructed to indicate cell-ids [65] 
Where 126 , is cell specific parameter θ f = 31 132 (n f 2)mod4, the cyclic shift, here n f is SFN, b q , binary scrambling sequence of 128-bits which is obtained based on length-128 WalsheHadamard. Hereafter NSSS is mapped to in radio frames having n f mod2 = 0.
b: PHYSICAL CHANNELS i) NBPBCH: NARROW-BAND PHYSICAL BROADCAST CHANNEL
NB-PBCH reside in subframe 0 in every radio frame and carries the MIB (Master Information Block). It provide information about system bandwidth, SFN (system Frame Number), No of antenna ports. NB-PBCH, MIB consists of 8 independently decodable blocks of each of 80 ms duration. Where each block is repeated 8 times consecutively to manage with extreme coverage conditions. Hence MIB remains unchanged for the time span of 640 ms (Fig.9) . The NB-IOT determines the number of cell antenna ports whilst demodulating MIB information. Other than this MIB also provide information about operation mode. NB-PBCH reuses the functionalities from legacy LTE PBCH such as CRC generation and attachment, Tail biting convolutional encoding, Rate matching, Scrambling, Modulation, Layer mapping.
ii) NPDCCH: NARROWBAND PHYSICAL DOWNLINK CONTROL CHANNEL
The NPDCCH is used to carry DCI (Downlink Control Information). Basically, a device needs to monitor NPDCCH to obtain three types of information mentioned below. NBIoT has own control channel different from LTE-MTC system, although some features have been inherited. Typically NPDCCH is apt for transporting scheduling information.
Moreover, as NBIoT supports only HDD mode thus transmission of NPDCCH is packet based [63] . Besides this to keep the power consumption low on UE side, the payload size of DCI (downlink control information) is kept up to 23 bits for UL grant or DL assignment for NPDCCH. Hence three new DCI formats have been defined as Format N0, Format N1, and Format N2. The usage of these formats is specified in Table 4 . Further, NPDCCH consists of Narrowband control channel elements (NCCEs) where resource elements are mapped. A subframe has two NCCEs, analogous to the upper six and lower six subcarriers and for NCCE mapping (Fig. 10) . FIGURE 10. NPDCCH subframe structure [62] .
iii) NARROWBAND PHYSICAL DOWNLINK SHARED CHANNEL (NPDSCH)
The NPDSCH is the core data bearing channel used for transmission of unicast data, broadcast information such as SI (System Information) messages. It segments the data packet received from higher layer into transmission blocks and transmits one at a time. The resource mapping is done in an almost similar manner as NPDCCH beside two differences. One, that NPDSCH carry only one TB (maximum TB size is limited to 680 bits) though NPDCCH can multiplex resources in a subframe to transmit two DCI messages. Secondly, if the subframe transmits the SIB1-NB then starting OFDM symbol in an NPDCCH subframe will be different from NPDSCH subframe in the in-band mode. The NPDSCH TB is processed as follows. Firstly, the CRC of 24-bit is evaluated and then attached to the TB. Then TB is encoded via the tail biting convolutional coding encoder and rate-matched owing to code-word length deduced collectively from the number of NPDSCH sub-frames assigned to the TB and on the basis of the number of REs per subframe. Accordingly, the coding rate is determined by size of TB and the number of NPDSCH Subframes allotted to the TB combination. Henceforward before mapping the encoded TB bits VOLUME 7, 2019 to QPSK symbols, the bits are scrambled i.e. the subframe is repeated min (NREP, 4) times before the mapping of the code word continues. For each repetition, the scrambling code differs. The maximum no of repetitions allowed are 2048 to achieve the SNR of −12.6dB. The repeated Subframes allow a device to decode the code word before the transmission completes [64] .
F. NBIoT CONNECTION PROCESS 1) CELL SELECTION PROCESS
A device can be in idle or connected mode while looking for the cell to camp on. If the device wakes up from a deep sleep then it obtains the information about most recently used (MRU) cells using cell selection protocols. In case none of the cell is found suitable or if device is powered on for the first time, it is required to perform a full frequency scan to find a new cell to camp on. The fundamental purpose of cell selection is to identify and synchronize to a suitable NB-IoT cell. In this context, the first foremost step is to time synchronize and then obtain a CFO estimated value. In order to achieve NPSS synchronization, its autocorrelation properties must be exploited. Hence when device achieves the time synchronization, then using next frames it determines the CFO. For device located in extreme coverage conditions, large number of NPSS frames are required to be detected. Once the symbol time is determined and the CFO is compensated for in-band or guard-band, still, an additional raster offset will exist up to 7.5 kHz. Consequently, this raster offset drifts the symbol time either in the forward or backward direction due to overcompensation or under compensation of the carrier frequency respectively. As a result, there is severe degradation in the performance of NPBCH detection, which may introduce latency greater than the length of CP (Cyclic Prefix) and subsequently leading to loss of orthogonality of OFDM symbol lost in the downlink. Hence to improve the detection performance device complexity must be increased so that it may do hypothesis testing of set of raster offset. Once the NPSS synchronization is achieved the device has the knowledge of subframe #9, however, a device has information, whether the radio frame is odd or even numbered. As NBIoT has 504 Cell-ids, thus NSSS detection algorithm will form 4032 hypothesis in total. Thereafter correlating the received signal corresponding to each hypothesis with NSSS waveform allow a device to detect the Cell-id. Hereafter device has Cell-id and also has information about the placement of NRS. Now the NBPCH is demodulated to obtain MIB-NB for this the device needs to form eight hypotheses hence also referred as blind decoding. The MIB-NB contains 34 bits and is transmitted over 64 radio frames. The foremost information acquired from MIB are a) Operation mode indicated by 7 bits i.e. stand-alone, in-band, guard-band. b) Information about SIB1 scheduling indicated by 4 bits. c) SI value tag indicated by 5 bits d) Access barring (AB) information enabled or not is indicated by 1 bit. e) System Timing: 4 MSBs of the SFN and 2 LSBs of the H-SFN. f) 11 spare bits used for future extensions. In addition to this, the transport block size and the number of repetitions is also indicated in the MIB. Hence acquiring the MIB-NB, a device can locate and decode SIB1-NB. An SIB1-NB carries 8 MSBs of the H-SFN, tracking area, a 28-bit long cell-id, and scheduling information regarding other SIB to unambiguously ascertain a cell within a PLMN. The SIB1-NB transmitted in subframe #4 of every other frame in 16 continuous frames. Beside this, it is transmitted at a fixed schedule with a periodicity of 2560 ms (256 Radio Frames). To determine the first frame for transmission of SIB1, cell-id is used. Hereafter acquiring SIB1-NB, the device achieves the complete synchronization. If any change occurs it will be indicated either by paging or by changing the tag values. In a manner, the device has accomplished time and frequency synchronization with errors that will not significantly degrade the performance in successive transmissions and receptions during connected or idle mode operations [65] , [66] . Fig.11 (a) describes the cell acquisition process.
2) RANDOM ACCESS PROCEDURE
Random Access procedure is initiated by the MAC layer itself or by its sublayer RRC. Before initialization of this process, UE has information about the available set of PRACH resources. The principles to select PRACH resource is based on received signal received power (RSRP) measurement that specify the enhanced coverage level supported by the Serving Cell. A device uses two threshold values supported by serving cell to determine the NPRACH configuration. Besides this, the RSRP thresholds are used by the network to analyze the maximum coupling loss corresponding to different coverage levels. In NBIoT the eNB can support max 3 number of NPRACH repetitions out of {1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, and 64}. Hereafter acquiring the CE level information UE instructs the physical layer to transmit a preamble while specifying the number of repetitions required for transmission per preamble, preamble index and preamble received target power. For CE level 0, the preamble received target power (PRTP) is set to PRTP-10 * log10 (number-of-Repetition-Per-PreambleAttempt) whereas for other CE levels PRTP is set to the UE maximum output power [67], [68] .
In NPRACH, RA preamble is transmitted to determine the transmission time of the device to eNodeB. On each symbol group of RA preamble frequency hopping is applied so that individual group is transmitted on a different subcarrier. Hereafter transmitting the preamble, RA-RNTI (Random Access-Radio Network Temporary Identifier) is computed using RA-RNTI=1+ floor (SFN_id/4), here SFN_id is the index of the first radio frame, then it looks for RAR (Random Access Response) message indicated in DCI format N1 scrambled with RA-RNTI transmitted in PDCCH. Nevertheless, if RAR (random Access Response) is not received then UE retransmits the preamble. As stated above number of retransmissions depend on CE level. However, if the number of attempt saturates an associated failure is reported to RRC. Now eNB on receiving the preamble sequence transmits the RAR message also referred as Msg 2, to UE which provide information about TA (Timing Advance), scheduling information about radio resource that device can use to transmit the request for connection, C-RNTI (Cell radius Network Temporary identification) as shown in Fig.11 (b) [69] Now UE transmits Msg 3 to eNB on NPUSCH including its identity, C-RNTI MAC CE, submitted from the upper layer and start the contention resolution process. In addition to this data, the volume parameter is sent to indicate the amount of data present in UE buffer. All together will facilitate the BS to take power allocation and scheduling decision for subsequent UL transmission.
3) CONNECTION ESTABLISHMENT
UE indicates that it wants to connect to the network by sending RRC-Connection-Request. In addition to the establishment cause, the UE also indicates its capability to support multi-tone traffic and multi carrier support. The eNB on receiving connection request, send RRC-ConnectionSetup message Thereafter UE acknowledges by sending the Connection-setup--complete message and send NAS attach request. The PDN-CONNECTIVITY-REQUEST message is piggy-backed in NAS ATTACH REQUEST [70], [71] .
The PDN connection is novel capability introduced in 3GPP Rel-13 that allow UE to remain attached without PDN connection that support CIoT optimization. In this UE is not required to establish a PDN connection as part of attach procedure. Moreover UE and MME can release the connection without releasing EPS connection. Hence enables large number of devices to keep their connection inactive for long duration and seldom transmit data over it [72] . Hereafter the EPS authentication process is initiated. After that to activate the default EPS bearer CONTEXT REQUEST message is piggybacked in NAS: ATTACH ACCEPT. The follow of above discussed steps are discussed in Fig.11(c) .
4) SMALL DATA TRANSFER
In Rel-13, 3GPP added an ability to send data over control Plane. As NBIoT require to transmit the small data sporadically, hence to send it in optimized way CIoT EPS optimizations are used which include Control Plane and User Plane optimization.
In Control Plane optimization, UE sends the data packets encapsulated in NAS (Non Access Stratum) to convey non radio signal to MME for a service request. In NAS message RAI (Release Assistance Information) field indicate the MME that any further UL/DL transmissions are expected. In case no further transmission is expected than MME immediately triggers the S1 Release procedure. Hence enable MME to reduce the device DRX waiting period during which it waits for additional transmission. Besides this, if the size of the data transferred via Control Plane exceeds then UE/MME triggers the establishment of User Plane bearer between eNB and SGW.
User Plane CIoT EPS optimization is an alternative procedure which is suitable for short as well as large data transaction. However, it requires first to establish RRC connection and create Access Stratum and radio bearer between the network and UE. Once the RRC connection is established two control procedures Connection suspend and Resume are used [74] 
G. MODES OF OPERATION OF NBIoT
NBIoT carrier can be deployed in three modes standalone, in-band, and guard band.
1) Standalone Operation:
In this mode, a separate spectrum is either reserved for radio access technology like GSM/UMTS or a dedicated spectrum is used for deployment of NBIoT carrier. However, this will escalate the implementation cost as software and hardware upgradation will be required for spectrum reframing.
2) In Band Operation: In this mode NBIoT carrier is deployed within LTE carrier. Sharing of resource block would definitely result in the more efficient use of spectrum which in turn will increase the capacity. The LTE bands not utilized to carry system information block −1 are used for inband deployment of NBIoT.
In single tone transmission mode in uplink, there will be interference between NB-IoT and LTE (3.75 kHz subcarrier spacing). Although this interference could be minimized by scheduling users with similar SNR requirements in NB-IoT and nearby LTE PRBs. It's also a cost effective way as no hardware modifications are required.
3) In Guard Band Operation: In this mode NBIoT carrier will be located within guard band of LTE carrier to avoid interference. This mode delivers better downlink throughput in comparison to in band as more downlink resource is available [75] .
NB-IoT deployment modes offer high flexibility as carrier deployed in one mode can continue working via either of the other modes if spectrum migrates to LTE. Fig.12 describes the scenario of different modes. 
H. LOW POWER CONSUMPTION USING NBIoT
Saving power of the battery powered device is a crucial factor for the realization of LPWAN applications. Two main features Power saving mode (introduced in Rel-12) and Extended Discontinuous reception RX (introduced in Rel-13) are used to extend the battery life of device up to ten or more years ( Fig. 13(A) shows the PSM and Fig. 13 (B) eDRX mode) [76] .
A device in PSM goes into deep sleep mode and could not receive any signal. Although whilst this mode device can't be reached but remain registered with the network. Thereby PSM eradicates the need for re-establishment of a connection when the device wakes up. Hence will not only result in saving power but also help in avoiding network congestion (due to different wake-up time). Thus it is suitable for application that requires sporadic transmission (e.g. Once a day). A device can switch to PSM, proposing two timers T3324 (active timer) and T3412 (extended timer) and it is attached to TAU. (The maximum time a device could remain in the active state is 186 minutes (∼T3324) & max sleeping time for a device would be 413 days defined by T3412.) However, it's up to the network to accept the proposed timer values or not. Despite this, there is one challenge of using PSM is non reachability of device for a long period that needs to be taken care of by opting an optimal value to get a good balance between responsiveness and time for the device to stay in PSM.
Another main feature is eDRX to save power, this in comparison to PSM supports DL accessibility significantly. eDRX reduces the periodicity of a device to switch in receiving mode and extends the sleep cycle more in idle mode than in connected mode. Currently, in LTE, DRX can extend up to 10.24 s whereas using eDRX it can be extended for minutes and hours. Thus for synchronization between network and device a new clock H-SFN (Hyper System Frame Number) is used. A power saving of 43% can be achieved using eDRX with small paging transmission window. As power consumption after PTW during deep sleep mode would be extremely low. Hence longer the eDRX more would be power saving. In addition to this other feature like reduced complexity and reduced overhead of channel measurement also reduce the power consumption, hence extends battery life [77] .
I. APPLICATIONS OF NBIoT
The cost effectiveness of NBIoT-network (due to the implementation of new software on an existing LTE infrastructure) has inspired several market analyst organizations to predict the revenue in the future.
NBIoT being a promising technology, could support a wide range of applications with increased efficiency. Some of the important applications sectors of NBIoT with notable market perspective are utility-meter, industry automation, smart logistics, smart cities, waste management, environmental monitoring, agriculture and in personal sector like wearables, pet tracking, kids monitoring, white goods monitoring ( Fig. 14) which provide convenience to remotely access of water, gas, electricity, and heat readings even when they are located in weak coverage areas like basements. Currently, a Germany based company, ista-International GmBH in collaboration with Deutsche Telekom is proving a solution for smart buildings by providing smart utility services using NBIoT [26] . Other companies such as Eco Mobile from Zagreb, Croatia in collaboration with Deutsche Telekom are providing IoT solutions for waste management using NBIoT. Here the sensors are used to measure the level of the trash bin and thereafter the sensed data using NBIoT sent to cloud, to determine the optimal route. Hence reduce logistic cost. Another important application of NBIoT is smart parking. Here occupancy [55] . Prime use case /application of NBIoT is utility meters information is collected and hence provide the availability of parking space throughout the city. Hamburg will be first to offer using this service of IoT using NBIoT. Huawei with China Unicom collaboratively launched smart parking in China also in 2017. Apart from this NBIoT can also monitor the environment effectively [16] . For example, XMM7115, NBIoT-intel chip is used for environmental monitoring. Currently, in Greece Patras, NBIoT based monitoring service is being offered by Deutsche Telekom to effectively measure environment pollution, noise and air quality to take necessary actions. Automation and digitization is the need of the hour and list of possible application are endless. The technical view of current IoT applications related to four particular sectors Health monitoring, Social monitoring, Agriculture monitoring and defense that are ruling the market are given in Table 5 .
V. EFFICIENT RESOURCE ALLOCATION TECHNIQUES
Due to massive connections, IoT system will be extremely dense thus the use of efficient resource allocation techniques is of vital importance. As incompetent resource allocation will drastically degrade the performance of IoT systems. Moreover, there are miscellaneous factors that further aids in increasing the complicacy of efficient resource allocation such as limited network bandwidth, limited device computation power, diverse user requirement, heterogeneous device configurations. Broadly these resource allocation techniques can be classified into the following categories: Power allocation, Spectrum allocation, Computing & Storage resources allocation in the cloud and Scheduling based (Fig. 15) . Other than this all techniques that assure the reduction in latency and packet error are categorized under QoS resource allocation techniques. As per now, few resource allocation schemes (RAS) have been proposed for NBIoT system. Immense research is required to be carried out for the practical implication of NBIoT as the IoT devices have limited resources. In this section, a review of resource allocation schemes for NBIoT and IoT system is presented. 
A. NBIoT RESOURCE ALLOCATION TECHNIQUES
Yu et al. [108] proposed a UL link adaptation scheme with consideration of repletion factor to address two important aspects of throughput and reliability. This scheme worked in two loops inner and outer. The inner one modifies the repletion factor to improve block error ratio whereas outer concentrate on the selection of modulation and coding scheme level In addition to this outer loop also decides the repetition factor accounting acknowledgment or no acknowledgment packets. As a result, the authors observed that the proposed technique can save 46% more resource allocation and active time in comparison of straightforward techniques. However, they have not considered the effect of inter-channel interference during evaluation.
In order to handle massive connection effectively in NBIoT multi PRB design is used. Where most of UE's use Anchor-PRB (that satisfy the channel raster condition) to get paging and system information block. This leads to overloading of anchor-PRB. Hence the overloading of narrowband resource leads to underutilization of resources and increase power consumption. To overcome this issue Liu et al. [109] suggested a resource allocation technique to balance the paging load by using non-Anchor PRB. In the proposed technique existing user will use the Anchor PRB and the new NBIoT user will make use of non-Anchor PRB for paging in idle mode. As a result, it was observed that resource utilization improved by 30% and power consumption was reduced by 80%.
Malik et al. [110] proposed an interference aware RAS that accounts for the repetition number & time offset. The linear modulation scheme is used in NBIoT (QPSK), therefore spectral efficiency is low. Firstly they evaluated the max attainable data rate for downlink is 89.2 kbps and 92kbps for uplink (theoretically). In addition to this, the authors analyzed the performance of cooperative scheme in comparison of noncooperative and optimal scheme. They found that cooperative scheme can reduce the energy consumption by 17% and can improve the data rate up to 8%.
B. IoT BASED RESOURCE ALLOCATION TECHNIQUES
Liu and Ansari [111] proposed a green approach by developing an overlay based architecture that uses relay BS powered by solar energy. These relay BS stores the harvested energy in two batteries and each one is used in alternatively when one exhaust. Thus omits the grid based energy utilization and cuts cost for transmission of power also. Here in this approach, the SD (source destination) pairs are classified into two groups based on CSI. Where one is direct D2D which doesn't use relay for transmission and another one that uses relay BS for transmission of information. However, while allocating bandwidth direct D2D pair is given more preference in comparison to relay based D2D transmissions. As a result, authors observed that as the number of SD pair increases with D2D communication very less bandwidth left for relay based pairs which deteriorates their performance. In addition to this due to large no of direct D2D pairs green energy will exhaust quickly and to balance the leftover/ residual energy the relay BSs with enough left over green energy will transmit their electricity via electric transmission lines to the relay BSs which run out of green energy. Hence proposed architecture maximizes the green energy utilization and further saves the on-grid energy.
Further, Kotagi et al. [112] proposed a breathing technique to reduce the BS energy consumption by assigning the T x (Transmission) power efficiently. Firstly the SINR of the user is compared with pre-specified SINR threshold value and if found greater Tx Power has modified accordingly. Thereupon resource is allocated, according to breathing pattern i.e. IoT devices are arranged in increasing (inhaling) /decreasing (exhaling) order on the basis required Tx Power and then mapped to resource block. In addition to this if available resources are less as compare to required, the user/device with a heavy request and highest Tx power was blocked. Apart from this transmission power is reduced if SINR of device is greater than the threshold value, which in turn improves the co-channel interference. Authors found that overall energy consumption of BS reduced and throughput is improved using the proposed approach.
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Further Samie et al. [113] enlighten the issue of underutilization of bandwidth of gateway. As IoT device have limited computation capability thus it is offloaded to the edge nodes i.e. gateway. However, due to limited bandwidth and diverse offloading levels, gateway bandwidth resource remain underutilized. Hence authors developed an algorithm that allocates or take away bandwidth from a device depending on its battery level. As a result, they found that battery life extended by 1.5 hour max and bandwidth utilization improved by 40%.
Ejaz and Ibnkahla [114] proposed a framework for C-5GN. In the proposed framework, multiband sensing approach is used such that sensing is done in shared mode where each node is required to sense equal and reduced number of channels, thus reduced energy consumption. Although it is assured that all channels get processed once at least by a node. Apart from this, a game based CLRS (Cross Layer Reconfiguration) scheme is used to satisfy the diverse QoS requirement (latency, data rate, etc.) for each node. Hence, authors observed that the proposed technique reduced energy consumed during spectrum sensing and QoS is offered economically.
Pang et al. [115] proposed a complete contention resolution approach based on the principle of context-aware and dynamic allocation of resource (CADRA). Overload scenario is first detected by analyzing the no of nonempty preambles. If detected, CADRA is called. This works in two phases firstly it determines the estimated number of RACH attempts by observing the preambles received successfully and empty preambles. After that in the second phase resource allocation is done. As a result, authors observed that throughput increased with moderate packet delay. Jang et al. [116] proposed Non orthogonal resource allocation collaborated with spatial group resource allocation scheme (SGRA). SGRA divides the cell into spatial groups. After dividing the cell region, it detects the preambles transmitted from the user in a certain spatial group by zadoff-chu sequence (which is shifted by spatial group number). Once the preambles utilized by a spatial group was determined using the ordered time delay metric, subgroups were formed. Authors found that using the proposed approach the probability of success of random access has increased a lot.
Further, Morvari and Ghasemi [117] proposed a resource allocation scheme that works in two stage by efficacious use of resource available in UL. During the first phase, users are required to pass the access class bearing test. If a user manages to pass only then permitted to select the preamble (PA) and use physical uplink shared channel opportunity else has to select the special PA. Finally, in the second stage the secondary users are allowed to take access class bearing test again if passed allowed to request for UL shared channel. Hence it is inferred that the number of request that can be handled with proposed technique whilst dropping the wastage that occurs due to the collision of PA's.
Another extended RA scheme with spatial group resource allocation is proposed in [118] . This scheme reuses the allocated preamble if the distance between the two nodes belonging to a different spatial group is greater than pre-specified minimum distance. In addition to this, access delay is also reduced. The proposed approach will utilize the unused bandwidth. Beside this collision probability is also tapered by using distinct UL resources for transmission.
As interference is also a prevalent challenge for IoT device communication. Taking into consideration Iqbal et al. [119] proposed a constraint specific approach to improve the performance of IoT networks For solving the RA problem authors have used backtracking search algorithm named Soft-GORA .Where firstly channel is selected with minimum cost for tentative allocation to link, at the top in the ordered list and then checked against hard constraint. If it couldn't satisfy the constraint, the allocated channel is removed and the next best option is opted. As a result, authors relaxing few constraints observed that throughput has improved and delay is reduced.
Li et al. [120] proposed an architecture using edge computing further, they proposed a scheme to jointly control admission of new packet and allocation of resource together with power control. For this, the resource management controller at fog node uses three information i.e. service, state of the queue, CSI. Using the proposed schemes authors found that tradeoff is achieved between throughput and delay.
Zhang et al. [121] proposed a joint optimize framework for the selection and allocation of resource among fog nodes (FN), data service subscribers (DSS) & data service operators.(DSO) They have developed a stakelberg game algorithm, here DSO provides the computing resources (CR) to DSS and if they require more CRB's(Computing Resource Block) DSS competes for them. For this, another matching game algorithm is developed. As a result it was found that the system achieves high performance and optimally utilizes their resources. Further, cognitive 5G network (C-5GN) is expected to play a vital role in IoT success, Angelakis et al. [122] developed two algorithms RAND-INT and Average-cost allocation, to optimally allocate resources for services. These algorithms reduced the total cost of resource utilization and activation of interface. Where RAND-INT algorithm normalizes the demands to get an order in which resource is to be allocated. Henceforth the heaviest demand is served first by comparing the utilization cost of interfaces, thereby other demands are served either by splitting or by not splitting among two or more interfaces. Whereas the second algorithm assigns, the resource by averaging the total cost incurred. Authors have studied the impact of the activation cost on the services' splits and distribution among the interfaces. As a result, they found that for random service with high demand, interface total cost increases linearly with respect to the number of services.
Hence above discussed technique proves that resource technique can enhance communication, connectivity and collaboration of IoT devices. The chief objective of resource allocation technique is to minimize the power consumption per node, BER, Delay and maximize the throughput and network utilization. The above discussed techniques are summarized in Table 6 . 
VI. ENERGY CONSUMPTION IN LIFECYCLE OF IoT DEVICES
Sensing device act as the backbone for IoT applications. Different sensors are deployed massively to develop a ubiquitous sensed environment, to offer diverse monitoring and control services. Indeed to avoid service interruptions of critical applications sensing device must operate permissibly for a long time. However, as most of the IoT devices are powered by constrained energy source hence device lifetime longevity is a critical issue. Therefore the device must be monitored precisely for optimal utilization. In this context, the trend of energy consumption during different states of the sensor is studied in [123] . There are five modes among which sensor switches-Mode I: Wake up from Sleep mode, Mode II: After Sleep mode. Mode III: Sensing, Mode IV: Processing, Mode V: Transmission. Hussain [123] studied different case studies to see the trend of energy consumption during different modes. As a conclusion of various trends (Fig.16) , it was found that during Processing-Phase energy consumption was least whereas, for Sensing Phase, node consumes the highest power as compare to Transmission Phase. However, energy consumption during Transmission phase depends on the application. For example, consider the applications like Humidity /thermal measurement the power consumption during the wake-up and in getting ready for sensing phase is more as compare to other applications like temperature sensing which require less power for the same. Duty Cycle is the other metric that affects the energy consumption in the sensor node. As the duty cycle increases, energy consumption increases consequently lifetime of the node decreases. There are various factors that affect the lifetime of an IoT device such as duty cycle, the amount of data to be communicated, processing time other factors like aging, self-discharge and temperature [124] . Hence various energy efficiency techniques have been proposed in the literature to improve the lifetime of an IoT device and hence network lifetime. In the next section the recently proposed energy efficiency techniques are discussed in detail. 
A. ENERGY EFFICIENT TECHNIQUES FOR GREEN COMMUNICATION
The energy budget affects the sensor node processing time, quality of measurement and amount of data it can transmit, thus energy efficiency techniques can a play crucial role to improve QoE. Rault et al. [125] classified the energy efficiency techniques classified into five categories of radio optimization, data reduction, sleep/wakeup schemes, energy efficient routing and battery repletion. Where radio optimization techniques would optimize modulation schemes, transmission power, and antenna direction on the other hand data reduction reduces the data transmitted. Furthermore Sleep/Wake-up adaptively switches the node to sleep or active mode to save energy. Other two techniques, energy efficient routing, and battery repletion works on routing efficiency and ways of harvesting energy or finding ways to charge battery automation, respectively. (Fig. 17 , discusses briefly the impact of different techniques). In this section, the existing literature on energy efficiency techniques is discussed.
1) SLEEP/WAKEUP TECHNIQUES
Khodr et al. [126] enlighten that though the duty cycling technique could reduce power consumption but this will reduce network reactivity. Thus authors proposed a design of sensor based RF wake up technology. This design approach wakes the sensor only when the address decoder detects that whether a received signal address is of IoT device or not. Thereby omits the fake call wakeups hence reduced energy consumption. Perles et al. [127] did a case study on cultural heritage and proposed an architecture to improve the lifespan of sensor life up to 20 years using unlicensed LPWAN technologies LoRa &SigFox. In order to keep the energy consumption low, the proposed architecture wakes up the microcontroller whenever a new packet arrives. Apart from this, it uses a cluster management system, Elastic Cloud Computing Cluster (EC3) which can deploy and un-deploy nodes as per demand i.e. nodes will be deployed if load increases and un-deployed if they are idle.
2) COGNITIVE RADIO TECHNIQUES
Further, Qureshi et al. [128] discussed cognitive radio approach where unlicensed users opportunistically access the unused spectrum holes that are not used by the licensed user. Hence to achieve good throughput, uninterrupted connectivity, and Reliable communication, for both licensed and unlicensed user the concept of the backup data channel (BDC) was introduced. Where if licensed user return than unlicensed user resumes its communication using BDC. Hence communication time between SUs for task completion will be reduced and thereby the energy consumption of CRAN's will reduce and throughput will increase. Furthermore, Li et al. [129] proposed a 5G based framework where the central control unit act as both cloud and central data processor takes the sensed data from the physical world. In addition to this authors, fractionated the resource allocation into two sub problems of power and channel allotment in industrial Cyber physical IoT. These sub-problems are solved separately. For individual channel allotment, the energy efficiency is achieved using game theory and Dinkelbach's algorithm. After this, the Hungarian method was used for channel allocation. Authors analyzed that IHM-VD could perform outstandingly.
3) ROUTING TECHNIQUES
Further Yi et al. [130] proposed a topology control algorithm in which nodes discover their neighbors asymmetrically. For time synchronization multiple of two is taken as reference point. Authors observed that energy consumption got abridged due to curtailment in wakeup calls required to discover the neighboring node. Further, the utmost drawback of continuous sensing (i.e. nonselective monitoring) is unfiltered data that results in significant energy consumption of sensors. Basnayaka and Haas [131] proposed a physical layer modulation scheme RNM (random number modulation) that operates in two modes energy efficient and low latency. To switch between modes the constellation order and random bit generated by random generator were considered. Proposed approach compromise latency for energy efficiency, as the user was allowed to transmit the data block only when it matches with random sequence generated by a random number generator otherwise the user could not transmit the data.
Shen et al. [132] proposed a clustering based protocol EECRP for IoT assisted by WSN to enhance the performance of the network. Firstly a cluster head is opted by comparing the energy of each node with pre-specified energy (threshold value) after this taking the distance from the centroid (energy based) of the network to the node is considered. This leads to uniform energy consumption in the network. After this for optimal result, the max distance value is broadcasted by BS to all the nodes, in order to avoid long distance communication.
As a result, it has been found that overall energy consumption of the network is reduced in comparison to proprietary protocols. In extension to this, Tian et al. [133] have discussed, when to use network coding concept to reduce the energy consumption. Authors have proposed a network coding and power control based routing (NCPCR) protocol. Using this protocol intermediate node drops the duplicate packets and keep the relevant information in its buffer. Source node selects the path with the minimum distance to transmit the data packets. As a result the energy consumption is reduced as no of packets to be retransmitted is reduced and moreover, it opts for the shortest path also and in addition to this, it can handle scalability.
4) DATA REDUCTION TECHNIQUE
Perera et al. [134] proposed a platform C-MOSDEN that performs sensing tasks collaboratively and in a selective manner i.e. adaptive sensing to reduce energy consumption. As sensing would require less computational efforts to drive knowledge from data generated. In addition to this, the storage cost will also be reduced.
5) BATTERY REPLETION TECHNIQUE
Nan et al. [135] enlighten that offloading the traffic at fog layer or edge layer has led to increased carbon footprints, thus they have proposed an online algorithm LOTEC (Lyapunov optimization on time and energy cost). The proposed technique suggested using green power source i.e. solar energy and grid power as a standby power source.
The discussed energy efficiency techniques are summarized in tabular form in Table 7 . In this paper, two novel application based energy efficient approaches are proposed. For smart agriculture and Smart Healthcare. Where ''ZTPA'' -a hybrid approach, centered on two techniques ''Sleep/wake up'' and ''Energy efficient routing'' is proposed. E 2 AHMS is proposed for smart healthcare, which is a radio based approach. These two approaches with their proposed mathematical approach are discussed in detail in section VIII.
VII. OPEN ISSUES
Ascertaining the vision of the NBIoT is not a tranquil task, owing to multiple challenges that are required to be addressed VOLUME 7, 2019 Although NBIoT offers significant features for LPWA applications, yet a number of critical issues remain unattended that seeks traction from the research community. The technical issues and challenges related to energy are discussed in this section.
A. NON-UNIFORMITY IN RESOURCES ALLOCATION
In the current scenario, resources are allocated on the basis of total available power, coverage range, and demanded applications. Due to non-uniformity in the requirement of resources, a non-uniformity in power consumption persists. This is a critical challenge that seeks redressal as there are no studies/algorithms/techniques available for uniform resource allocation in NBIoT. A unified platform is required for resource allocation so that applications can be handled adaptively in real time scenarios.
B. DIFFICULTY IN ACHIEVING THE DESIRED THROUGHPUT
The prime advantage of NBIoT enabled device is to make use of low power to operate. Therefore the power of the signal transmitted will be low. Beside this due to channel losses, fading & interference (Intra/Inter) SINR will drop drastically. Hence it would be quite difficult to achieve the desired throughput in all condition. Thus proper channel modeling, optimized algorithms/techniques required to be designed /developed to achieve desired throughput
C. INTER-CHANNEL INTERFERENCE
The allocation of frequency in in-band or standalone mode will not be synchronous among all the cells in the network. This results in interference among neighboring cells. Interference within the same cell also exists due to the deployment of small cells in the macro cell. These result in a fall in the SNR. This is a decisive challenge, especially for critical applications like acute healthcare applications, where noise could tamper biological readings. This may lead to the wrong detection and thereby wrong medication. Thus an efficient scheme is required to be developed to reduce interference and provide QoS to the users.
D. SPECTRAL EFFICIENCY
To achieve extended coverage, the concept of multiple repetitions is utilized. Undoubtedly this would improve the T x Reliability but will lead to loss of spectral efficiency. Thus an efficient resource allocation scheme is required which could optimally decide the repetition factor. Furthermore, to maintain high channel capacity-device consumes more power, consequently reducing its lifetime. This open issue needs to be addressed because it would adversely affect the battery lifetime E. LATENCY Different types of latency can occur during NBIoT communication: a) UL/DL latency, b) synchronization latency, c) the latency associated with resource allocation, d) latency associated with packet synchronization. Though NBIoT applications are delay tolerant, yet latency needs to be kept below 10s, especially for real time applications such as health monitoring. Thus the theoretical computational model must be framed to improve the latency analysis.
F. SYNCHRONIZATION WITH THE ACCESS POINT
Consider a scenario where utility meters are positioned close to each other. When all devices would send information to the cluster head, synchronization will be difficult for the access point as there would be interference between devices within its range. Besides this, other factors like the priority of a device, its residual power availability and channel conditions will also affect the synchronization process, raising its complexity. Hence this open issue needs to be addressed by providing techniques/ algorithms for synchronization.
G. SECURITY
The issue of security is very critical for NBIoT. As low power devices have limited resources, they are more vulnerable to security attacks. By exploiting the data integrity or tracking the traffic pattern, passive or active attack can befall at the perception layer. Besides, other security attacks such as the injection of false data by an intruder, transmission of interference signals, etc. can also occur. Thus continuous efforts must be put in by industry, academicians, and researchers to maintain the faith of users in using the services provided by the NBIoT application.
H. CARBON FOOTPRINT INFLATION
The massive connectivity among millions of devices would generate an enormous amount of data. In order to draw an inference from the collected information, servers need to manage data through extensive computations. This will overburden the servers, resulting in rising in energy and subsequently raising carbon emissions. In addition, the factors such as manufacturing of billions of IoT devices, shipments of these devices, excess use of radio access network, etc. will also elevate the carbon footprint. Fig.18 demonstrates the percentage of carbon emissions due to various such activities [136] . Collaboratively, these will have an adverse impact FIGURE 18. Carbon footprint due to various activities. VOLUME 7, 2019 on pollution levels. Hence, the need for a generic architecture arises to achieve Green IoT, whilst assuring better QoS to all the users.
I. E-WASTE MANAGEMENT
As technology improves, people started procuring additional electronic equipment's like PDA's, desktop computers, smart phones, and gadgets, though might not be required. The complex structure of these e-waste/WEEE (waste electrical and electronic equipment) makes it difficult to destroy. The condition will become even more severe in coming future when millions of sensors and battery operated IoT devices will have to be destroyed and replaced with new ones, either due to reformation in technology or lifetime expiry. Many countries like Japan, Taiwan, and U.S etc. are working on this hot burning issue since 2001. However, together with this research efforts are needed for the development of the green disposable electronic device.
J. CLOUD-RADIO ACCESS NETWORK (C-RAN) OVERHEAD
In C-RAN the virtual centralized BBU (Base Band Unit) is used to reduce the OPEX, generated heat, and latency. Hence, instead of having BBU at each cell site with remote Radio head, they are repositioned in centralized manner in BBU home. In IoT, the users would be monitoring & controlling multiple devices remotely, this would overburden the existing network especially between the RRH and BBU Pool. Moreover, the different types of data i.e. real, non-real, social, sensitive, medical/health data, agriculture related data, etc. would collectively create an extensive overhead for CRAN. Pertaining to this, a huge number of processing units would be required to process the enormous IoT data. This, in turn, generates massive power requirement. Hence ''prioritization of data'' could be one of the solutions to deal with this open issue.
K. INTERFACE WITH NEXT GENERATION LIKE 5G NETWORK
The journey of IoT from virtual ideology to real time implementation has many milestones to achieve and one of those is interoperability among IoT devices. As we know that 5G operates on the very high frequency range like millimeter waves frequency, ranging from 28 to 32 GHz, whilst IoT devices operate at 2.2 GHz. Thus it's a big challenge for the researchers to interface IoT with 5G Other than this, the high operating frequency in 5G networks escalates power consumption levels to achieve the data rate of the order of Gbps. In contrast to this IoT devices are highly power constrained thus operate at low power levels. This requires technological developments. Including this various other challenges such as [137] Cooperation among millions of devices, Heterogeneous subnet, Anonymous device configuration and Conflicts among semantics of devices exist.
All these will collectively urge for research efforts before 5G specifications are standardized.
L. MIMO/MASSIVE MIMO
Undoubtedly, Multiple Input Multiple Output (MIMO) technique provide a high data rate with high Reliability. In MIMO BS is acquainted with multiple antennas to improve the spectral & energy efficiency. Although, MIMO is an enabler for 5G, yet, it is difficult to employ MIMO in IoT. It is because, in the multi antenna scenario, information transmissions from the sensor nodes will require more processing during the synchronization phase. This results in more power consumption at the sensor end. Since the sensor nodes have limited battery capacity, adaptability of IoT devices in a MIMO environment is an open challenge that needs to be addressed.
M. CHANNEL STATE INFORMATION COLLECTION OVERHEAD
The channel state assessment overhead intensifies linearly with a number of users. If the number of users grows beyond the threshold value then channel block could no longer support the assessment overhead within the narrow coherence time, especially for IoT applications. Moreover, the inaccurate channel estimation results in unreliable transmission. This uncertainty is due to the staleness of information after a certain time gap, due to the collision of pilot signals in UL. Pertaining to this, contention and interference would aggravate. As a result, more retransmissions are required which upraise the power consumption of IoT devices. Moreover, multiple verifications will contribute to more power consumption.
VIII. PROPOSED ARCHITECTURE TOWARDS GREEN COMMUNICATION USING NBIoT
The world population is expected to grow up to 8.025 billion by 2030. Consequently, this growth will inflate the global food demand. Thus meeting the demands of the immense population will be a tough task. The varying climatic conditions, scarcity of water, etc. shall further aggravate the circumstances In addition to this, enhanced health assistance will also be required for projected population, which will be quite difficult to handle using existing infrastructure and services. Thus integration of IoT with Agriculture & Health sector can ensure a resourceful and healthy life for an individual. Despite, all this revolution that IoT is capable to bring in, the biggest stumbling block of its success is to provide energy efficient solution. As most of the IoT devices are constrained in term of energy. Hence this paper is proposing energy efficiency techniques for two prime applications: Smart Agriculture: Zonal Thermal Pattern Analysis and Smart Health: Energy Efficiency Adaptive Health Monitoring System.NBIoT is used for both the application as it offers favorable features like extended coverage with deep indoor penetration, long battery life, supports high density, require the low-cost device, and provide end to end security. Moreover, it would not require the deployment of new infrastructure as compared to proprietary technologies LoRa and SigFox, hence would offer a cost effective solution. 
A. PROPOSED TECHNIQUE FOR SMART AGRICULTURE: ZTPA 1) CASE STUDY 1: ENERGY EFFICIENT AGRICULTURE MONITORING, IRRIGATION SYSTEM FOR GREEN COMMUNICATION
The growing population and climate vagaries are forestalling that in future decades water resources would reduce eminently, especially for agriculture. Since agriculture practices require an ample amount of water, effective utilization of water is an obvious issue to be addressed. This section investigates an energy efficient technique for productive utilization of water. It has been put forth to overcome the disadvantages of conventional irrigation systems like wastage of water (due to percolation, evaporation), abbreviated crop yield. To economize the use of water in agriculture, IoT with Deep Learning could play a significant role. In the proposed scenario, soil moisture sensors are deployed in the farm field under consideration. Thereafter data aggregated from multiple sensors will be passed on to the BS using NBIoT and then to the NBIoT cloud. At the cloud, data (moisture) will be processed using Deep Learning and subsequently, the farm field will be adaptively divided into zones based on moisture level, as shown in Fig.19 ( for one iteration which is subjected to change in other iterations). Hereafter depending on the moisture levels i.e. moderate moisture level, high moisture level and least moisture level, zones will be irrigated. To accomplish this, the water pump is attached with smart NBIoT enabled water control device. This device would transmit the water in desired quantity and for the desired time in the zones. This scenario could be well understood by Fig. 19 where zone Z 2 with dark pink color has the highest moisture, Z 1 has the least moisture and Z 3 has moderate moisture level. As Z 2 has good moisture level so no water would be transmitted in that zone. Hence, sensor nodes in Z 2 will enter idle state followed by the sleep state for a long period of time by exploiting eDRX in NBIoT. This will save water along with energy. In addition to this UL traffic will also be reduced, thereby reducing the congestion impact also.
There is another aspect to be considered while designing this scenario i.e. land orientation. Hence this use case study is divided into two sub problems:
a: UNIFORM LAND SURFACE
When land has uniform orientation like in the plain area, there will be no water logging problem. Therefore, farm/agriculture land can be irrigated by classifying the moisture data as discussed previously. Thus watering of the field by the proposed pioneered way could avoid the wastage of water. Also in the plain area, the orientation of land is more or less uniform, thus the pattern of power consumption would not be much diverse. This can be depicted by thermal pattern analysis using drones and satellite captured thermal images.
b: NON-UNIFORM LAND SURFACE
Another case is when agriculture land has non-uniform orientation like in hilly areas, which leads to the uneven power consumption of devices. As in some case, eNB will allocate the resource to the sensor via NBIoT using direct path whereas in some cases using an indirect path. In our proposed approach we have not only considered direct/indirect resource allocation but in addition to this, the overlap condition will also be considered, where one region overlaps with another region. As shown in Fig.20 regions R 1 and R 2 , describes the overlap region. Here the sensor S 3 , S 5 , S 9 , S 21 , S 14 suffers from InterInterference.
Hence the power consumption pattern will be diverse for node present in this region and node present outside of this region which in turn would affect the network lifetime. In addition to this SNR will also get influenced by interference within inter-interference region.
2) MATHEMATICAL ANALYSIS FOR ENERGY EFFICIENT SMART AGRICULTURE
Sensor nodes SN 1 , SN 2 , SN 3 , . . . . . . ., SN n are deployed in the field and as per proposed model, it is assumed CH of disjoint sets of sensors (CH 1 , CH 2 , and CH3) will communicate with the processing unit (PU). Further, this PU would communicate with BS. Assume that using NBIoT technology k PRB's (physical resource blocks) are required. As the signal propagates from SN i to NBIoT node path loss (PL) will occur. PL will depend on the position of sensor.
If the sensor is placed under the soil or underground, then soil would absorb the signal and hence leads to path loss which can be evaluated as follows
Here P * C specifies the complex-permittivity (cp),P real C denotes the real part of cp, P dipolarloss is due to Relaxation and P D specifies the relative dielectric-permittivity [138] , [139] .
The permittivity of soil can be affected importantly by parameters like water content, frequency of signal, soil composition and soil conductivity. Hence it is difficult to measure the soil permittivity accurately.
Path loss can be calculated using equation (4) where T p is Transmission power, T g Transmission gain, R g receiver gain,PL fs is path loss due to free space propagation of signal and PL M is path loss due to medium, α is path loss between NBIoT node and eNB. 1
Further path loss due to medium can be evaluated as follows [139] 
Where WD s is path loss due to difference in wavelength of signal in soil in comparison of free space and TL s is transmission loss. If the sensor is placed above the surface (of ground), then plants would act as scatterers and thereby the path loss can be evaluated using equation (6) 
Here OH T i represent the obstacle height at time iε{1, 2, 3}, where i =1 specifies the phase, when seeds are just sawn, so no plant would be there at that time so no obstacle. Likewise for i =2, specifies that plant has started budding up so it will have certain height. Similarly for i =3 specifies, plant has fully grown to its full height. Thus corresponding to height of plant, obstacle path loss parameter would increase. Here d 0 specifies the reference distance between sensing node and NBIoT node (Refer Fig. 20.) . Here α specifies the path loss between NBIoT node and eNB.
Hence the SINR of the sensing node can be expressed as
Where N is thermal noise, I T total interference,S T represents the transmitted signal power and G k is the channel gain between sensor node k and NBIoT node. We then express the total interference as
Interference that occurs within zone, between zones and also due to soil reflectivity. Further channel capacity (C) can be evaluated based on Shannon theorem as follows
Based on these above formulations we conclude that capacity of a sensor deployed in the agricultural area will be adversely affected by the interference generated by the adjacent sensor nodes, scatterers, etc.
a: ENERGY CONSUMPTION EVALUATION
For electing cluster head out of n sensor node for each disjoint set of sensing nodes. Each node power level is to be determined and one with highest power level is selected. Power level get deteriorates due to energy dissipation. Hence we first evaluate the total energy consumed due to various factors for each node (The energy model used here is given [140] .)
EC Total = EC Sensing + EC Processing+ EC Transmission + EC Sleeping + EC Switching (10) Where energy consumption during sensing could be evaluated using equation (11) EC Sensing = EC Sample * n
Here EC Sample specifies the energy consumption during sampling of each sample, n represents the no of samples. Similarly, energy consumption during transmission (EC Transmission ) depends on supply voltage S v , current I and time T required for transmission
Energy consumed during switching from active to sleep state [141] EC Switching = T Swt * PC Active + PC Sleep /2
Hence total energy consumption can be evaluated (using eq. 10) and using Relation E= P * T, power levels can be evaluated for each node, where T will include time for switching, sleeping, active, sensing, and processing. Hence CH can be selected for by comparing the power of all the nodes. Here another aspect must also be included that is if the node has acted as CH earlier also then. Hence we evaluate the energy consumption when node act as CH, (EC CH ). This will depend on length of message L MSG and energy consumed by transmitter if sending the message to processing point (PP) or energy consumed when receiver receives data by PP [142] . Our proposed approach E 2 AHMS can not only be used for patients who require continuous monitoring, but also for health monitoring of person who are fit but wants to keep track of their health to prevent themselves from severe disease. As in both the cases, network life time will play a vital role, which can be increased or improved by using proposed optimized energy efficient algorithm.
E 2 AHMS will work in an energy efficient manner by adaptively using the transmission, power required during different postural mobility (considered before). To understand this it is required to first understand the difference in energy requirement during different cases under consideration. (18) Here E obst i specifies the energy consumed due to obstacles/ shadowing /multipath effect.
CASE B.3 (RELATIVELY MOBILE):
In this state, the patient will be walking or moving with the help of wheel chair or might be doing some routine activities. Therefore it is more likely that NLOS transmission will occur due to various reasons such as obstacles in the surrounding, links between sensors would change rapidly due to body movement, etc. Hence more loss of information and thereby more energy consumption. Energy consumption during mobile state could be given by equation 19 .
Here E relink i denotes the energy consumed due to Relinking between sensor nodes and gateway.
Thus, it is clear from the above discussion that due to multipath effect and different channel conditions, different postural movement leads to different energy consumption. Therefore in proposed technique E 2 AHMS, depending on postural movement level transmission power will be used adaptively which can be determined using graph theory. Whereas conventionally data was transmitted with equal power without considering LOS communication is possible or not and also channel conditions are good or not. Hence our proposed approach will be an energy efficient approach for Health monitoring application. This proposed approach is also supported by mathematical formulation. 
Here d 0 is reference the distance from NBIoT coordinator. S dB , is shadowing factor added to it due to movement of body parts. However, in the sleeping state, it would be negligible.
Case 
Here F 3 specifies an additional factor of multipath propagation of signal. As PL is difference of transmitted power and received power PL = P Tx − P RX (25) In the conventional system, same transmission power is used for all the cases whether required or not, but in the proposed technique E 2 AHMS transmission power would be used adaptively depending on postural mobility. Hence power will be used in an optimized way. SNR can be evaluated for different considered case studies using received power
Noise_Power (27) Thereby channel capacity (C case i ) for considered cases {i=B.1, B.2, B.3} using Shannon theorem could be evaluated for considered case studies as
Hence Energy efficiency can be evaluated using equation
It is clear from the above equation the high mobility would result in more energy consumption. Hence using the proposed technique power will be saved and thereby could enhance the battery lifetime. Thus an energy efficient solution.
Using the same theme of the proposed approach real time hardware implementation is done which is discussed in next section.
C. REAL TIME HARDWARE IMPLEMENTATION FOR PROPOSED WORK 1) HARDWARE SYSTEM MODEL Fig.22 gives an overview of proposed approach real time implementation. Here two axis accelerometer sensors and a pulse sensor is used for real time analysis. To determine the patient postural mobility accelerometer sensors are placed on his right hand and right leg. Apart from this a pulse sensor is used to measure the pulse rate of the patient. Further, in order to send the health information to eNB in energy efficient way. Our proposed approach will differentiate between different postural ( Fig. 22 (a), (b) , (c), (d), (e)) using edge computing. Such that energy is utilized in an efficiently way by using an optimal amount of transmission power of device as suggested in proposed approach to transmit information to eNB. Hereafter the health information is forwarded to the centralized cloud and then to application server and finally to doctor, who tracks the record of patient, to avoid unwanted situation. Finally, doctor would prescribe some medicine if required otherwise the message will be sent to user that he is fine. 
2) HARDWARE REQUIREMENT

3) INTERFACE
4) IMPLEMENTATION
The first step is to setup the connections of all the desired sensors with Arduino Uno. Thereafter the Arduino Uno is connected to development system that has integrated development environment (IDE) with USB. Once the setup is done the code developed for considered case (stable, mono stable and walking) is uploaded to Arduino Uno. Hereafter the data is collected related to different postural mobility of person and processed by comparing against the threshold value to determine the postural mobility level. Fig.24 , shows the plot of variation in amplitude due to movement of hand and leg (specifically) in developed code. Once the movement is determined thereafter the health information like pulse rate, etc. is sent via NBIoT with required transmitted power to eNB. Hereafter the health information is processed and corresponding actions are than advised to the patients.
5) PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
As per our proposed architecture, we have done the performance analysis on the basis of a real-time hardware implementation for healthcare monitoring system with all possible case studies. We have deployed sensors on body parts of patients to fetch the information regarding postural mobility as shown in Fig 22. (a), (b), (c), (d) , (e). All the data regarding different postural movements saved in the database, which is then processed and compared at the same time. The postural movement is observed for 500 sec from 926sec to 1426 sec (Fig 25 describes the variation of amplitude due to different postural movement.)
Approximately for 94 sec the person has kept his body in sleeping condition as shown in Fig.22 (a),(b) , it has been observed that during this period, a variation of the different sensor output is low and smooth, output amplitude is far below as compared to a threshold value. Hereafter the person changed his posture to sitting posture Fig.22(c) and maintained it for 80 sec. For this posture, it was observed that variation is high in comparison to sleeping posture, but get stable after a certain time. Hereafter person changed his posture from sitting to standing (Fig. 22(d) , (e)) and did some movement of hand and leg. It can be easily seen that variation is high and fluctuating, some irregular spikes appeared in the process.
On the basis of performance analysis, we have observed that power optimization in all these case studies is very important and because this real time analysis aligns with our proposed approach E 2 AHMS. Hence power can be optimized with fair resource allocation to achieve the better quality of service is possible through our proposed approach.
CONCLUSION
IoT is reforming technical industry. This reformation will aid in struggling with global challenges that are budding due to depletion of natural resources, inflated food demand, scarcity of water, etc. Where on one hand IoT is giving hope for resourceful life but on other hand, it will play a crucial role in inflating carbon footprint. Hence solutions must be given to reduce carbon emission. In this study recent work related to energy efficiency techniques has been surveyed and discussed. In contribution toward green-IoT, two novel energy efficient approaches have been proposed -ZTPA for smart agriculture and E 2 AHMS for smart healthcare using NBIoT. NBIoT is a new licensed radio technology that guarantees to provide a cost effective, reliable, and low power solution. It can coexist with the existing LTE cellular networks therefore no new infrastructure is required to be setup from scratch, hence installation cost is low. This paper provides a detailed technical view of NBIoT and its state-of-the-art. To spur advance research and speed up the extensive use of the NBIoT systems the research challenges and open issues of NBIoT are also discussed.
APPENDIX
A list of current research projects based on IoT is presented in table 9 In addition to this, an abbreviation list is given in table 10. SANJEEV JAIN was born in Vidisha in 1967. He received the master's degree in computer science and engineering from IIT Delhi in 1992 and the Doctorate degree in computer science and engineering. He has over 24 years of experience in teaching and research. He was the Director of the Madhav Institute of Technology and Science, Gwalior. Besides teaching at post graduate level, he has the credit of making significant contribution to research and development in the area of image processing and mobile adhoc network. He has guided Ph.D. scholars and has undertaken a number of major research and development projects sponsored by the government and private agencies. He is currently a Vice Chancellor with Shri Mata Vaishno Devi University, Katra. His work on digital watermarking for image authentication is highly valued in the research field.
